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Bitters A Spirited History Of A Classic Cure All With Cocktails Recipes And
Formulas
From one of the world's leading authorities on "modernist mixology" comes this revolutionary new approach to drink-making, with
more than sixty recipes for wildly creative, genre-bending cocktails. The right cocktail is more than just a drink. It's the perfect
combination of scent, color, sound, and taste. Utilizing a broad spectrum of influences—including gastronomy, perfumery, music,
art, and design—Tony Conigliaro has established himself as one of the most innovative and thought-provoking mixologists in the
world. In The Cocktail Lab, Tony presents his best and boldest creations: drinks like the Vintage Manhattan, Dirty Martini by the
Sea, and Cosmo Popcorn. These recipes will not only redefine your understanding of what a cocktail can be; they will also inspire
you to become a more confident and creative drink maker.
BittersA Spirited History of a Classic Cure-all, with Cocktails, Recipes, and FormulasRandom House Digital, Inc.
American tavern owners caused a sensation in the late eighteenth century when they mixed sugar, water, bitters, and whiskey and
served the drink with rooster feather stirrers. The modern version of this "original cocktail," widely known as the Old Fashioned, is
a standard in any bartender's repertoire and holds the distinction of being the only mixed drink ever to rival the Martini in
popularity. In The Old Fashioned, Gourmand Award–winning author Albert W. A. Schmid profiles the many people and places that
have contributed to the drink's legend since its origin. This satisfying book explores the history of the Old Fashioned through its
ingredients and accessories—a rocks glass, rye whiskey or bourbon, sugar, bitters, and orange zest to garnish—and details the
cocktail's surprising influence on the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and the Broadway musical scene, as well as its curious connection to
the SAT college entrance examination. Schmid also considers the impact of various bourbons on the taste of the drink and reviews
the timeless debate about whether to muddle. This spirited guide is an entertaining and refreshing read, featuring a handpicked
selection of recipes along with delicious details about the particularities that arose with each new variation. Perfect for anyone with
a passion for mixology or bourbon, The Old Fashioned is a cocktail book for all seasons.
An exploration of the beloved cocktails, spirits, and bars that define each state in America The United States of Cocktails is a
celebration of the cocktail history of every state in America. After traveling around this great nation and sampling many of the
drinks on offer, cocktail authority Brian Bartels serves up a book that is equal parts recipe collection, travelogue, historical
miscellany, bartender’s manual, and guide to bar culture today—with bar and drink recommendations that are sure to come in
handy whether or not you are crossing state lines. Delving into the colorful stories behind the creation of drinks we love, this book
includes more than 100 recipes alongside spirited analysis of each state’s unique contributions to cocktail culture. Filled with
colorful illustrations, The United States of Cocktails is an opinionated and distinctively designed love letter to the spirits, bars, and
people who have created and consumed the iconic drinks that inspire us and satisfy our thirst.
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Now revised, updated, and with new recipes, And a Bottle of Rum tells the raucously entertaining story of this most American of
liquors From the grog sailors drank on the high seas in the 1700s to the mojitos of Havana bar hoppers, spirits and cocktail
columnist Wayne Curtis offers a history of rum and the Americas alike, revealing that the homely spirit once distilled from the
industrial waste of the booming sugar trade has managed to infiltrate every stratum of New World society. Curtis takes us from the
taverns of the American colonies, where rum delivered both a cheap wallop and cash for the Revolution; to the plundering pirate
ships off the coast of Central America; to the watering holes of pre-Castro Cuba; and to the kitsch-laden tiki bars of 1950s
America. Here are sugar barons and their armies conquering the Caribbean, Paul Revere stopping for a nip during his famous
ride, Prohibitionists marching against "demon rum," Hemingway fattening his liver with Havana daiquiris, and today's bartenders
reviving old favorites like Planter's Punch. In an age of microbrewed beer and single-malt whiskeys, rum--once the swill of the
common man--has found its way into the tasting rooms of the most discriminating drinkers. Complete with cocktail recipes for
would-be epicurean time-travelers, this is history at its most intoxicating.
A James Beard Award-nominated bartender explores the history and culture of Latin American spirits in this stunningly
photographed travelogue—with 100+ irresistible cocktails featuring tequila, rum, pisco, and more. TALES OF THE COCKTAIL
SPIRITED AWARD® WINNER • IACP AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
POPMATTERS “Ivy’s unique combination of taste, talent, and tenacity make her the ideal ‘spirit’ guide.”—Steven Soderbergh,
filmmaker, professional drinker, and owner of Singani 63 Through its in-depth look at drinking culture throughout Latin America,
this gorgeous book offers a rich cultural and historical context for understanding Latin spirits. Ivy Mix has dedicated years to
traveling south, getting to know Latin culture, in part through what the locals drink. What she details in this book is the discovery
that Latin spirits echo the Latin palate, which echoes Latin life, emphasizing spiciness, vivaciousness, strength, and variation. After
digging into tequila and Mexico's other traditional spirits, Ivy Mix follows the sugar trail through the Caribbean and beyond, winding
up in Chile, Peru, and Bolivia, where grape-based spirits like pisco and singani have been made for generations. With more than
100 recipes that have garnered acclaim at her Brooklyn bar, Leyenda, including fun spins on traditional cocktails such as the Pisco
Sour, Margarita, and Mojito, plus drinks inspired by Ivy's travels, like the Tia Mia (which combines mezcal, rum, and orange
curacao, with a splash of lime and almond orgeat) or the Sonambula (which features jalapeño-infused tequila, lemon juice,
chamomile syrup, and a dash of Peychaud's bitters), along with mouthwatering photos and gorgeous travel images, this is the
ultimate book on Latin American spirits.
A giftable collection of 70 cocktails built to fortify against the cold, featuring essential classics; updated riffs on traditional toddies,
punches, nogs, and spiked coffees; and thoroughly modern drinks built to channel the season. Packed with hot, spiced, and
buttered seasonal imperatives, plus plenty of nostalgic favorites and homegrown creations, Winter Drinks offers the ultimate
collection of cold-weather cocktails, both classic and modern. Curated by the PUNCH editorial team with the help of its network of
top bartenders, each recipe has been tested and adapted to contemporary tastes, alongside creative tweaks that offer new ways
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to incorporate the season's flavors into foolproof drinks. PUNCH covers the ins and outs of making a spirit infusion, how to batch
drinks for a crowd, how to bottle favorite stirred drinks and freeze them ahead for on-the-fly Manhattans and martinis, three-step
syrups and shrubs to keep on hand, and tips and tools to build a winter-ready bar.
Originally published as a separate book packaged inside The NoMad Cookbook, this revised and stand-alone edition of The
NoMad Cocktail Book features more than 100 additional recipes, a service manual explaining the art of drink-making according to
the NoMad, and 30 new full-color cocktail illustrations. Organized by type of beverage from aperitifs and classics to light, dark, and
soft cocktails and syrups/infusions, this comprehensive guide shares the secrets of bar director Leo Robitschek's award-winning
cocktail program. The NoMad Bar celebrates classically focused cocktails, while delving into new arenas such as festive, largeformat drinks and a selection of reserve cocktails crafted with rare spirits.
Whiskey cocktails that go well beyond the Old-Fashioned After decades of being seen as an old man's drink, whiskey is booming
in popularity. Craft distilleries are popping up all over the United States, making whiskeys not just from corn, rye, and malted
barley, but also from grains such as quinoa, blue corn, and triticale. Cocktail lovers, moving away from sweet and fruity flavor
profiles, have embraced the earthy, bitter, savory notes that come from the “brown” spirits. In this collection, Shrubs author
Michael Dietsch reaches out to those cocktail drinkers with recipes both classic and original, in historical order. He begins with
colonial-era drinks such as Cherry Bounce and the Stone Fence, moving to early whiskey drinks like the Toddy and Julep, and
then into the cocktail explosion of the Jerry Thomas era circa 1880s. This leads to the drinks of pre-Prohibition, Prohibition, and
post-Repeal, and then to a section on the cocktail renaissance of the last 15 years. Author Michael Dietsch writes, "Whiskey is a
spirit with a story," and he includes an overview and some history without losing sight of the pleasures in drinking the stuff. His
cocktail recipes are also infused with stories, making this book a joy to both read and use.

From the authors of the bestselling and genre-defining cocktail book Death & Co, Cocktail Codex is a comprehensive
primer on the craft of mixing drinks that employs the authors’ unique “root cocktails” approach to give drink-makers of
every level the tools to understand, execute, and improvise both classic and original cocktails. JAMES BEARD AWARD
WINNER • WINNER OF THE TALES OF THE COCKTAIL SPIRITED AWARD® FOR BEST NEW COCKTAIL OR
BARTENDING BOOK • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY CHICAGO TRIBUNE “There
are only six cocktails.” So say Alex Day, Nick Fauchald, and David Kaplan, the visionaries behind the seminal craft
cocktail bar Death & Co. In Cocktail Codex, these experts reveal for the first time their surprisingly simple approach to
mastering cocktails: the “root recipes,” six easily identifiable (and memorizable!) templates that encompass all cocktails:
the old-fashioned, martini, daiquiri, sidecar, whisky highball, and flip. Once you understand the hows and whys of each
“family,” you'll understand why some cocktails work and others don't, when to shake and when to stir, what you can omit
and what you can substitute when you're missing ingredients, why you like the drinks you do, and what sorts of drinks
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you should turn to—or invent—if you want to try something new. Praise for Cocktail Codex “Learn the template, and any
cocktail you can think of is within reach.”—Food & Wine “Too bad all college textbooks weren’t this much fun.”—Garden
& Gun “A must for amateur and pro mixologists alike.”—Chicago Tribune “If Dora the Explorer turned twenty-one, split
herself into three people, and decided to write the Magna Carta of booze books, this would be the result. And, unlike
every other book you’ll read this year, Cocktail Codex is packed with actual knowledge you can use in the real world.
Please, please, can Cinema Codex be next?”—Steven Soderbergh, filmmaker
Distillery Cats contains the whimsical tales of working cats in distilleries around the world, with charming illustrations of
the beloved mousers. Distillery Cats cheekily tells the tale of the historical role of these spirited cats and their evolution
from organic pest control to current brand ambassadors. James Beard Award-winning author (and noted cat enthusiast)
Brad Thomas Parsons profiles 30 of the world's most adorable and lovable distillery cats, featuring "interviews," a handdrawn portrait of each cat, plus trading card-style stat sheets with figures like "super-power" and "mice killed." Featuring
15 cocktail recipes to enjoy while you page through, Distillery Cats is a quirky but essential addition to any cat or spirits
lover's bookshelf.
With more bitters recipes than any other book—and twice as many cocktail recipes to try them out—Handcrafted Bitters
belongs on the shelf of every cocktail enthusiast, kitchen crafter, foodie, and happy drunk. An expert at simplifying
professional techniques for the DIYer, Will Budiaman has created an easy-to-use and adventurous guide that provides all
the tools needed to craft your own bitters and take your cocktails to the next level. Seasonal bitters and cocktail recipes,
professional tips and tricks, and plenty of cocktail lore and wisdom demystify the art of making bitters at home. Complete
with a foreword by Doug Dalton, owner of Future Bars—including San Francisco’s Bourbon & Branch, Local Edition, and
Swig—and expert advice from the founders of Scrappy’s Bitters and Hella Bitters, Handcrafted Bitters is your complete
guide to making your own bitters…and the cocktails that love them. Recipes include: Orange-Fennel Bitters, Habanero
Bitters, Lemongrass Bitters, Rhubarb Bitters, Chocolate Bitters, Grapefruit Bitters, and more!
The Bar Book — Bartending and mixology for the home cocktail enthusiast Learn the key techniques of bartending and
mixology from a master: Written by renowned bartender and cocktail blogger Jeffrey Morgenthaler, The Bar Book is the
only technique-driven cocktail handbook out there. This indispensable guide breaks down bartending into essential
techniques, and then applies them to building the best drinks. Over 60 of the best drink recipes: The Bar Book contains
more than 60 recipes that employ the techniques you will learn in this bartending book. Each technique is illustrated with
how-to photography to provide inspiration and guidance. Bartending and mixology techniques include the best practices
for: Juicing Garnishing Carbonating Stirring and shaking Choosing the correct ice for proper chilling and dilution of a drink
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And, much more If you found PTD Cocktail Book, 12 Bottle Bar, The Joy of Mixology, Death and Co., and Liquid
Intelligence to be helpful among bartending books, you will find Jeffrey Morgenthaler’s The Bar Book to be an essential
bartender book.
A delightful romp through America’s Golden Age of Cocktails The decades following the American Civil War burst with
invention—they saw the dawn of the telephone, the motor car, electric lights, the airplane—but no innovation was more
welcome than the beverage heralded as the “cocktail.” The Gilded Age, as it came to be known, was the Golden Age of
Cocktails, giving birth to the classic Manhattan and martini that can be ordered at any bar to this day. Scores of whiskey
drinks, cooled with ice chips or cubes that chimed against the glass, proved doubly pleasing when mixed, shaken, or
stirred with special flavorings, juices, and fruits. The dazzling new drinks flourished coast to coast at sporting events,
luncheons, and balls, on ocean liners and yachts, in barrooms, summer resorts, hotels, railroad train club cars, and
private homes. From New York to San Francisco, celebrity bartenders rose to fame, inventing drinks for exclusive
universities and exotic locales. Bartenders poured their liquid secrets for dancing girls and such industry tycoons as the
newspaper mogul William Randolph Hearst and the railroad king “Commodore” Cornelius Vanderbilt. Cecelia Tichi offers
a tour of the cocktail hours of the Gilded Age, in which industry, innovation, and progress all take a break to enjoy the
signature beverage of the age. Gilded Age Cocktails reveals the fascinating history behind each drink as well as
bartenders’ formerly secret recipes. Though the Gilded Age cocktail went “underground” during the Prohibition era, it
launched the first of many generations whose palates thrilled to a panoply of artistically mixed drinks.
Hundreds of cocktail bitters are on the market, and millions are turning to them to add punch, pizzazz, and complexity to
their cocktails and even their cooking. But the storm of exciting brands and flavors has even the savviest bartenders
puzzled over their personalities and best uses. Bitterman's Field Guide to Bitters and Amari is the handbook that decodes
today’s burgeoning selection of bitters, along with their kindred spirits amari and shrubs, complete with 190 photographs.
The introduction includes everything you need to know to understand what bitters and amari are and how to use them.
recipes for making essential and inventive bitters at home. The next section offers 123 recipes for making essential
bitters at home, mixing, and cooking bitters, from a Burnt Grapefruit Gimlet to a Martini Julep, from Bittered Bittersweet
Chocolate Torte to BBQ Pork Ribs with Bittersweet BBQ Sauce. Bitterman's Field Guide to Bitters and Amari cracks
open the full potential of bitters, inspiring and empowering people to try them. The final section includes a comprehensive
field guide to the wide world of the more than 500 great bitters and 50 amari available today. Complete with tasting notes,
profiles of important makers and brand photography, the guide gives everyone from pro bartenders to home cooks a solid
foundation for buying and using bitters.
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"From the James Beard Award-winning author of Bitters and Amaro comes this poignant, funny, and often elegiac
exploration of the question, What is the last thing you'd want to drink before you die?, with bartender profiles, portraits,
and cocktail recipes"-The story of the cocktail --"the only American invention as perfect as the sonnet," according to H.L. Mencken --featuring
45 recipes for rediscovered classics and inspired originals. A cocktail-- the fascinating alchemy of simple alcohols into
complex potables-- is an invention as unlikely as it is delicious, and an American innovation whose history marches in
step with that of the Republic. In Spirits Sugar Water Bitters, nationally recognized bartender and spirits expert Derek
Brown tells the story of the cocktail's birth, rise, fall, and eventual resurrection, tracing the contours of the American story
itself. In this spirited timeline, Brown shows how events such as the Whiskey Rebellion, Prohibition, and the entry of
Hawaii into the United States shaped the nation's drinking habits. Brown also tells the stories of the great men and
women who made their mark on cocktail culture, including America's Distiller-In-Chief George Washington and modernday King Cocktail Dale DeGroff, as well as lesser-known mixology heroes like Martha Niblo, the nineteenth-century New
York proprietress famous for her Sherry Cobblers, and Frederic Tudor, whose ice-shipping business gave early drinks
like the Cobbler and the Mint Julep the chill they needed. Featuring classic and original recipes inspired by each period,
this book serves up the perfect mix of geography, history, culture, and taste.
Presents a history of bitters, cocktail recipes, and how to make bitters at home.
An Authoritative, historically informed tribute to the punch bowl, by the James Beard Award-winning author of Imbibe!.
Replete with historical anecdotes, expert observations, notes on technique and ingredients, and of course world-class
recipes, Punch will take readers on a celebratory journey into the punch bowl that starts with some very lonely British
sailors and swells to include a cast of lords and ladies, admirals, kings, presidents, poets, pirates, novelists, spies, and
other colorful characters. It is a tale only David Wondrich can tell-and it is sure to delight, amuse, and inspire the
mixologist and party-planner in everyone.
The champion of uncelebrated foods including fat, offal, and bones, Jennifer McLagan turns her attention to a fascinating,
underappreciated, and trending topic: bitterness. What do coffee, IPA beer, dark chocolate, and radicchio all have in
common? They’re bitter. While some culinary cultures, such as in Italy and parts of Asia, have an inherent appreciation
for bitter flavors (think Campari and Chinese bitter melon), little attention has been given to bitterness in North America:
we’re much more likely to reach for salty or sweet. However, with a surge in the popularity of craft beers; dark chocolate;
coffee; greens like arugula, dandelion, radicchio, and frisée; high-quality olive oil; and cocktails made with Campari and
absinthe—all foods and drinks with elements of bitterness—bitter is finally getting its due. In this deep and fascinating
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exploration of bitter through science, culture, history, and 100 deliciously idiosyncratic recipes—like Cardoon Beef Tagine,
White Asparagus with Blood Orange Sauce, and Campari Granita—award-winning author Jennifer McLagan makes a
case for this misunderstood flavor and explains how adding a touch of bitter to a dish creates an exciting taste dimension
that will bring your cooking to life.
The Sazerac ranks among the most famous drinks of a city famous for its drinking, but where did the classic New
Orleans cocktail originate? Drinks journalist Tim McNally dives into the history of the Sazerac in a lively chronicle that
ranges from a family-owned Cognac company in France, to an ingredient created by a New Orleans pharmacist, to a
spirit once banned on three continents, to the renowned Playboy Clubs of the 1970s, which helped revitalize the
enjoyment of complex, elegant mixed drinks. Among the many significant developments in the life of the Sazerac was its
designation in 2008 as the official cocktail of the city of New Orleans. When the Sazerac made its first appearance in the
mid-1800s, the very concept of a cocktail (though not the word) was still new. Bartenders did not spend much time
combining multiple ingredients for a single drink, and when they did, they felt no impulse to give it a name. But the
Sazerac was unique. It combined a specific Cognac named Sazerac de Forge et Fils with Creole pharmacist Antoine
Peychaud’s much-beloved brand of bitters, plus a sugar cube—all of which were stirred and strained into a drink glass
coated with absinthe. The making of the drink provided the comfort and enjoyment of a social ritual, and the Sazerac
became both a delicious beverage in its own right and a marker of the city’s unique alcohol culture. With a spirited blend
of history, cocktail trivia, and recipes, The Sazerac uncovers the true story of one of New Orleans’s most long-lived and
iconic beverages.
Unabridged reproduction of the 1908 Angostura Bitters Complete Mixing Guide. Angostura Bitters was invented by Dr.
Siegert in 1824 to cure all ailments - except the one you had. Lucky for us it was added to alcohol cures, as the umami
and flavor make drinks ever so much more so. This book was made to be popular, so it features only the most popular
drinks at the time like Mamie Taylor, Whiskey Smash, and Gin Sour. It is a great book to date cocktails as they emerged
or disappeared from favor. As the book was most likely a promotional piece, it has over 200 recipes (with and without
bitters) of food and cocktails. Still distilled in Trinidad, Angostura sells over 10 million gallons of the little bottles around
the world. Try these old classics today from this special unabridged historic reproduction.
This tour of early American alcohol shares recipes, “fun facts and anecdotes about our forefathers’ drinking habits with a
21-century sense of humor” (Chicago Tribune). In Colonial Spirits, legendary distiller Steven Grasse presents a historical
manifesto on drinking, including 50 colonial era– inspired cocktail recipes. The book features a rousing timeline of
colonial imbibing and a cultural overview of all kinds of alcoholic beverages: beer, rum and punch; temperance drinks;
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liqueurs and cordials; medicinal beverages; cider; wine, whiskey, bourbon and more. The book is spiced with delightful
illustrations and liquored-up adages from our founding fathers. Grasse shares expert guidance on DIY home brewing,
plus recipes like the Philadelphia Fish House Punch (a crowd pleaser!) and Snakebites (drink alone!). Hot beer cocktails
and rattle skulls have never been so irresistible.
Meet the natural lovechild of the popular local-foods movement and craft cocktail scene. It’s here to show you just how
easy it is to make delicious, one-of-a-kind mixed drinks with common flowers, berries, roots, and leaves that you can find
along roadsides or in your backyard. Foraging expert Ellen Zachos gets the party started with recipes for more than 50
garnishes, syrups, infusions, juices, and bitters, including Quick Pickled Daylily Buds, Rose Hip Syrup, and Chanterelleinfused Rum. You’ll then incorporate your handcrafted components into 45 surprising and delightful cocktails, such as
Stinger in the Rye, Don’t Sass Me, and Tree-tini.
In this expanded and updated edition of Forgotten Cocktails and Vintage Spirits, historian, expert, and drink aficionado
Dr. Cocktail adds another 20 fine recipes to his hand-picked collection of 80 rare-and-worth-rediscovered drink recipes,
shares revelations about the latest cocktail trends, provides new resources for uncommon ingredients, and profiles of
many of the cocktail world's movers and shakers. Historic facts, expanded anecdotes, and full-color vintage images from
extremely uncommon sources round out this must-have volume. For anyone who enjoys an icy drink and an
unforgettable tale.
A complete history of one of the world's most iconic cocktails--now the poster child of the modern cocktail revival--with
fifty recipes for classic variations as well as contemporary updates. No single cocktail is as iconic, as beloved, or as
discussed and fought-over as the Old-Fashioned. Its formula is simple: just whiskey, bitters, sugar, and ice. But how you
combine those ingredients—in what proportion, using which brands, and with what kind of garnish—is the subject of much
impassioned debate. The Old-Fashioned is the spirited, delightfully unexpected story of this renowned and essential
drink: its birth as the ur-cocktail in the nineteenth century, darker days in the throes of Prohibition, re-ascension in the
1950s and 1960s (as portrayed and re-popularized by Don Draper on Mad Men), and renaissance as the star of the
contemporary craft cocktail movement. Also featured are more than forty cocktail recipes, including classic variations,
regional twists, and contemporary updates from top bartenders around the country. All are accessible, delicious, and
elegant in their simplicity, demonstrating the versatility and timelessness of the Old-Fashioned formula. With its rich
history, stunning photography, and impeccable recipes, The Old-Fashioned is a celebration of one of America’s greatest
bibulous achievements. It is a necessary addition to any true whiskey- or cocktail-lover’s bookshelf, and destined to
become a classic on par with its namesake beverage.
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“An absorbing popular history of one of history’s most popular drinks” (Booklist). Gin has been a drink of kings infused
with crushed pearls and rose petals, and a drink of the poor flavored with turpentine and sulfuric acid. Born in alchemists’
stills and monastery kitchens, its earliest incarnations were juniper flavored medicines used to prevent plague, ease the
pains of childbirth, even to treat a lack of courage. In The Book of Gin, Richard Barnett traces the life of this beguiling
spirit, once believed to cause a “new kind of drunkenness.” In the eighteenth century, gin-crazed debauchery (and class
conflict) inspired Hogarth’s satirical masterpieces “Gin Lane” and “Beer Street.” In the nineteenth century, gin was
drunk by Napoleonic War naval heroes, at lavish gin palaces, and by homesick colonials, who mixed it with their bitter
anti-malarial tonics. In the early twentieth century, the illicit cocktail culture of Prohibition made gin—often dangerous
bathtub gin—fashionable again. And today, with the growth of small-batch distilling, gin has once-again made a
comeback. Wide-ranging, impeccably researched, and packed with illuminating stories, The Book of Gin is lively and
fascinating, an indispensable history of a complex and notorious drink. “The Book of Gin is full of history that will make
you grin . . . An enchanting read.” —Cooking by the Book
New York Times cocktail writer Simonson uncovers the long and tangled history of the classic martini and its subtle variations. The
book features examples of age-old recipes, such as the first martini recipe published in 1888, to modern versions created by some
of the world's best bartenders.
Make your own bitters at home to enhance your medicine cabinet, and your bar! Used since the Middle Ages, bitters are made by
combining various plant botanicals and/or spices with 100-proof alcohol and letting them sit until the bitter and medicinal qualities
have been extracted. Just a small amount of the resulting liquid can then be used to stimulate the digestive system and promote
healthy digestion. This is why "apertifs" and "digestifs" are so popular--both then and now! "DIY Bitters" is a how-to guide that
explores the history and health benefits of bitters, and shows you how to make your own bitters at home, to be used alone or in
cocktails, tonics, and even main meals. Herbalists Jovial King and Guido Mase, owners of the bitters company Urban Moonshine,
teach you how to make recipes for classic bitters like "orange" and "angostura," or explore more innovative bitters like "elderflowerechinacea-honey" and "chocolate love tonic. "You can even find a guide for creating your own unique flavors from the plants and
ingredients you have on hand. Whether enjoyed as an apertif, digestif, or as a remedy to settle an upset stomach, bitters are back!
A bitters-making handbook with a beautiful, botanical difference; three scientists present the back-stories and exciting flavours of
plants from around the globe, in a range of tasty, healthy tinctures.
"A journalistic excursion into lesser-known, forgotten, and misunderstood spirits from around the world, with recipes"--Provided by
publisher.
An illustrated history, exploration, and celebration of the Italian liqueur everyone loves.This gorgeous guide teaches you everything
you need to know about amaro, the delightfully complex and bittersweet Italian liqueur. Traditionally a digestif, it’s also a popular
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ingredient in modern cocktails. The first part of the book is dedicated to the drink’s creation and extraction processes, both
traditional and contemporary. The second is a complete history of the beverage, from its origins in medieval alchemy to today’s
popular renaissance. Further chapters explore the liqueur’s botanical profiles and natural properties, followed by a thorough
buying guide with descriptions of bottles from Italy, Europe, and beyond. Finally, Zed showcases how best to use amaro behind
the bar and in the kitchen, with recipes such as The Golden Mai Tai and Bitter Goat Cheese Risotto. A lovingly crafted tribute to a
celebrated drink, The Big Book of Amaro is an eye-catching triumph that will delight anyone with a passion for amaro, mixology,
food science, or all things Italian.
So simple to create at home, Bitters and Shrub Syrups will add an incredible depth of flavor to any beverage. Historically, cocktail
bitters, drinking vinegars, and even infused syrups were originally used for curing sickness with high concentrations of beneficial
(healing) herbs and flowers. The slight alcohol base of bitters kept the often-fragile ingredients from rotting in the age before
refrigeration. Bitters in the modern cocktail bar are embraced as concentrated and sophisticated flavor agents, although they are
still used in holistic healing by herbalists. Shrubs add both tart and sweet notes to a craft cocktail or mocktail. They sate your
hunger and quench your thirst, while stimulating digestion and good health of the gut. The Cocktail Whisperer, Warren Bobrow,
has been using bitters and shrubs in his quest for added zest in many of his craft cocktails, adding depth and mystery to a generic
mixed drink. Bitters and Shrub Syrup Cocktails will send your taste buds back in time with 75 traditional and newly-created recipes
for medicinally-themed drinks. Learn the fascinating history of apothecary bitters, healing herbs, flowers, fruits, vegetables, and
vinegars that are making a comeback in cocktail and non-alcoholic recipes. If you love vintage cocktails, you'll surely enjoy this
guide to mixing delicious elixirs.
The author of The Wine Club serves up “a fun read broken up by month, complete with recipes for drinks and food pairings”
(Town & Country). With a little bit of history and a lot of flavor, The Cocktail Club is a guide for connecting with your friends over
the best-tasting therapy around—cocktails! Using a format reminiscent of your favorite book club, Maureen Christian Petrosky
highlights one specific spirit or drink type each month. Classic favorites like the Martini and the Old-Fashioned, as well as new sips
like the Mason Jar Basil Pisco Sour and Blueberry Lavender Vodka Spritzer, will inspire novices and enthusiasts alike to build up
their bar vocabulary and taste outside their comfort zone. The book also offers a delicious selection of hors d’oeuvres pairings like
Grilled Figs with Prosciutto and Rosemary Lemon Bars. So whether you’ve been curious about absinthe rinses or want to bone up
on your bitters, The Cocktail Club gives you the perfect excuse to pull out your shaker and dip into the art of at-home mixology.
A simple shrub is made from fruit, sugar, and . . . vinegar? Raise your glass to a surprising new taste sensation for cocktails and
sophisticated sodas: Shrubs. Not the kind that grow in the ground, but a vintage drink mixer that will knock your socks off.
“Mixologists across the country are reaching back through the centuries to reclaim vinegar’s more palatable past . . . embracing it
as ‘the other acid,’ an alternative to the same-old-same-old lemons and limes,” said the New York Times. The history of shrubs,
as revealed here, is as fascinating as the drinks are refreshing. These sharp and tangy infusions are simple to make and use, as
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you’ll discover with these recipes. Mix up some Red Currant Shrub for a Vermouth Cassis, or Apple Cinnamon Shrub to mix with
seltzer, or develop your own with Michael Dietsch’s directions and step-by-step photographs. “Imagine a fizzy, soda-like drink that
is drier and so much more sophisticated than soda, what with the sugar and botanical ingredients. Shrubs! Amazing! Wonderful!!”
—Amy Stewart, author of The Drunken Botanist
Cocktail bitters are an essential part of any bartender's tool kit, elevating good drinks into great ones. Discover the fascinating
story of how bitters came to be a key ingredient in cocktails and try one of the 50 recipes provided by some of the world's best
bars. Bitters, those little bottles you will find in any bar worth its salt, are the unsung heroes of the cocktail world. Where would the
Manhattan be without orange bitters? Cocktail historian and founder of his eponymous bitters company, Dr Adam Elmegirab
presents the results of almost a decade of research into bitters, guiding you from the early days of snake-oil salesmen through to
the birth of the cocktail, Prohibition, and the renaissance of bitters as an essential part of the contemporary bar scene. Adam
outlines each of the key botanicals that go into different bitters and explains the science of flavor, describing how each
characteristic can be deployed for maximum impact, and summarizes the key techniques for making great cocktails. Most
importantly, Adam provides 50 cocktail recipes created by him and some of the world’s leading bartenders. These exceptional
drinks showcase the different characteristic of bitters and how they can refine a cocktail in unique ways.

A timely celebration of British design legend Sir Paul Smith and his one-of-a-kind creativity This new monograph captures
the unique spirit of British fashion icon Sir Paul Smith through 50 objects chosen by Sir Paul himself for the inspiration
they have provided him over the years -- from a wax plate of spaghetti and a Dieter Rams radio to a Mario Bellini Cab
chair and a bicycle seat. Each object has impacted his worldview, his creative process, and his adherence to a design
approach that's always imbued with distinctly British wit and eccentricity.
Original and innovative, the carefully tested recipes and techniques in this guide--collected from the West Coast's most
talented bartenders--are sure to delight and satisfy all cocktail fans from novice to connoisseur. Written in a style that is
both playful and appreciative, the book provides invaluable information on topics such as what people ought to know
about ice (and don't) and what role egg whites can have in a drink. The mouth-watering recipes and lush photographs
featured here will make readers excited to create the amazing cocktails of professional mixologists.
In the world of cocktails, everything old is new again. As bartenders return to time-tested formulas for inspiration, they
have rediscovered the importance of bitters and how their predecessors used the liquid seasonings to bring cocktails to
life. This remarkable book presents a selection of vintage recipes created and/or gathered by such historic influencers as
Jerry Thomas, Harry McElhone, Albert Stevens Crockett, Harry Craddock, Harman Burney Burke, Bill Boothby, Hugo
Ensslin, Oscar Haimo, Tom Bullock, Bill Edwards, Patrick Gavin Duffy, and Charles H. Baker, Jr. These archetypical
formulas offer perspective and insight on the evolution of bitters as essential components in crafting elegant, dynamic
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and balanced modern cocktails. With this refresher on the transformative power of a dash or two, the reader is invited to
take a look back at the past for a glimpse of the future.
Featuring more than 100 recipes, Amaro is the first book to demystify the ever-expanding, bittersweet world, and is a
must-have for any home cocktail enthusiast or industry professional. The European tradition of making bittersweet
liqueurs--called amari in Italian--has been around for centuries. But it is only recently that these herbaceous digestifs
have moved from the dusty back bar to center stage in the United States, and become a key ingredient on cocktail lists in
the country’s best bars and restaurants. Lucky for us, today there is a dizzying range of amaro available—from familiar
favorites like Averna and Fernet-Branca, to the growing category of regional, American-made amaro. Starting with a riproaring tour of bars, cafés, and distilleries in Italy, amaro’s spiritual home, Brad Thomas Parsons—author of the James
Beard and IACP Award–winner Bitters—will open your eyes to the rich history and vibrant culture of amaro today. With
more than 100 recipes for amaro-centric cocktails, DIY amaro, and even amaro-spiked desserts, you’ll be living (and
drinking) la dolce vita.
Gone are the days when a lonely bottle of Angostura bitters held court behind the bar. A cocktail renaissance has swept
across the country, inspiring in bartenders and their thirsty patrons a new fascination with the ingredients, techniques,
and traditions that make the American cocktail so special. And few ingredients have as rich a history or serve as
fundamental a role in our beverage heritage as bitters. Author and bitters enthusiast Brad Thomas Parsons traces the
history of the world’s most storied elixir, from its earliest “snake oil” days to its near evaporation after Prohibition to its
ascension as a beloved (and at times obsessed-over) ingredient on the contemporary bar scene. Parsons writes from the
front lines of the bitters boom, where he has access to the best and boldest new brands and flavors, the most innovative
artisanal producers, and insider knowledge of the bitters-making process. Whether you’re a professional looking to take
your game to the next level or just a DIY-type interested in homemade potables, Bitters has a dozen recipes for
customized blends--ranging from Apple to Coffee-Pecan to Root Beer bitters--as well as tips on sourcing ingredients and
step-by-step instructions fit for amateur and seasoned food crafters alike. Also featured are more than seventy cocktail
recipes that showcase bitters’ diversity and versatility: classics like the Manhattan (if you ever get one without bitters,
send it back), old-guard favorites like the Martinez, contemporary drinks from Parsons’s own repertoire like the Shady
Lane, plus one-of-a-kind libations from the country’s most pioneering bartenders. Last but not least, there is a full
chapter on cooking with bitters, with a dozen recipes for sweet and savory bitters-infused dishes. Part recipe book, part
project guide, part barman’s manifesto, Bitters is a celebration of good cocktails made well, and of the once-forgotten but
blessedly rediscovered virtues of bitters.
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